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Figure 1: The ProtoDocs Interface 
 

1 ABSTRACT 
In this paper we present ProtoDocs, a system for collaborative collection of data and producing information visualizations. 
Information visualization, being a relatively new field, has a fairly significant number of tools available, but many are often 
difficult to use and hard to learn. We argue that a simplified interface is needed--one with which the common computer user 
is familiar with, but also powerful enough for a user to be able to customize the visualizations as they deem necessary. We 
present various mechanisms for creating visualizations and discuss the advantages and disadvantages of our system within 
the information visualization community.  
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4 INTRODUCTION 
Information visualization plays an important role in 
understanding data, particularly large quantities of data which 
can be difficult to navigate through. The power of a good 
visualization lies in its ability to help solve problems and to 
make sense out of data that is collected. More importantly, 
good visualizations tell stories and to give the viewer an 
awareness of what's really in the data. In the information age, 
information visualization plays an increasingly greater role as 
more and more data is collected about the world we live in. 
There are two main aspects in the process of producing 
information visualizations: the first being that of creating the 
visualization itself, and the other being that of obtaining the 
data. 
 

 
Figure 2a: The two aspects of producing a visualization 

 
 

The process of data collection is one which often is tedious 
and time consuming and usually relegated to assistants. 
Although it is a fairly basic task and also a very menial one, 

its role is actually very important and significant in the 
process of the information visualization because there is a 
need for accuracy and quality in the data. Inaccurate values 
can lead to a misrepresentation of the data being presented. 
Additionally, there is a lack of collaboration in the effort to 
collect data, nor a means for backtracking the data collection 
efforts.  
 
In creating information visualizations, there are a number of 
challenges. The first consideration of the visualization design 
is which variables to quantify. Another challenge is how to 
visualize those variables: color, thickness, spatial 
arrangement, etc. And yet another challenge is the actual 
production of the visualization, which is what we aim to 
address through our project. There exists a growing number of 
information visualization software and toolkits that are 
available for users, but they are often cumbersome to use and 
are not meant for the average user.  
 
In summary, we are looking at three major issues that are 
related to information visualization, which are the following: 
 

• Data collection - we aim to ameliorate the task 
imposed on those who perform data collection 
activities 



 

• Collaboration - the process of producing an 
information visualization is not meant to be an 
individual endeavor, and collaboration in the process 
provides a number of benefits on both the side that is 
involved in creating the visualization as well as those 
who are viewing the visualization 

 
• Creating information visualizations - these tasks are 

often designated for technically proficient 
individuals who have the expertise to develop 
visualizations, which usually means that it is not 
feasible for the common user to produce information 
visualizations 

 
From a UI perspective, spreadsheets have been found to be 
very useful for interacting with numerical data (Chi, Barry, et 
al). Spreadsheets are often used in common office tasks, such 
as with Microsoft Excel. This domain of data analysis is one 
in which many computer users should be familiar with and it 
is also a very important area for us to consider. A 2008 study 
at the University of Hawaii of over 113 spreadsheets showed 
that 88% of them contained errors (Panko 2008), and that 
consultants estimate that roughly 20% to 40% of spreadsheets 
contain errors (Panko 2005). As a result, collaboration is a 
critical aspect to deal with regard to data collection. Because 
spreadsheets are a common format for handling data and there 
is an important need to deal with spreadsheets, we focus our 
project specifically on spreadsheets and collaboration.  
 
On the information visualization end, while basic spreadsheet 
software provides simple visualizations such as charts and 
graphs, they lack the sophistication and power to further 
customize the visualization. Schneiderman describes a 
powerful technique in UI called direct manipulation, which is 
considered a more natural and intuitive interface for users, 
which has significant potential for improving the user 
experience. In our project, we explore different possible 
mechanisms, including direct manipulation, for improving the 
user interface for information visualizations.  

5 RELATED WORK 
Collaboration in information visualization is not entirely new. 
The sense.us web application, designed by Jeffrey Heer, 
Fernanda Viegas, and Martin Wattenberg, was implemented 
as a system that would enable users to be able to comment on 
visualizations and share their observations about 
visualizations, enabling collaborative sense-making among 
the various users of the application. The site allowed users to 
be able to discuss visualizations, make annotations, and 
explore data collaboratively. The extent of the collaboration in 
this project is directed towards the end users who are 
assessing the visualization.  
 

 
Figure 3: The sense.us web application, which supports 
asynchronous collaborative analysis of visualizations 
 
 
Towards the other end of information visualization in the data 
collection arena, much of the research conducted in this 
spectrum is classified under Computer Supported Cooperative 
Work (CSCW) (Dekeyser, Watson). This area of research has 
been developed upon since it was first coined in 1984. 
Related to this sphere of work are various software packages 
for collaboration: online chat, instant messaging, web 
conferencing, version control systems, online spreadsheets, 
electronic calendars, and many others.  
 
On both ends of the spectrum in producing information 
visualization, we see that there exist collaborative methods 
amongst those, but as far as bridging the gap between the two, 
there is seemingly little work that has been accomplished. 
Furthermore, the collaboration that takes place towards the 
information visualization spectrum has more to deal with the 
analysis of the visualization rather than creating the actual 
visualization. In our project, we seek to fill in the gaps that lay 
in between in order to facilitate the transfer from collecting 
the data up to the extent of producing the visualization. 
 
 

 
Figure 2b: Gaps of collaboration within the process of 

creating information visualizations 
 
 
Another significant issue with the production of visualizations 
is that there is a significant learning curve for non-
programmers and programmers alike. Michael Bostock and 
Jeffrey Heer created Protovis, a Javascript toolkit for 
producing visualizations, with the goal of allowing greater 
control and simplifying the ease of use to create 
visualizations. While Protovis allows for much control and 



expressiveness in creating the visualization, its ease of use is 
still not quite suitable for non-programmers, although its 
authors have expressed their interest in simplifying that 
process (Bostock, Heer). As Protovis is easily accessible, we 
found it worthwhile to develop our project to expand upon the 
goals of Protovis. 
 

 
Figure 4: The Protovis JavaScript toolkit  

 
 
 

6 METHODS 
To approach the issue of collaboration in the space of 
information visualizations, we evaluated several different 
methods of improving the visualization system. To approach 
our problem, we looked first at the common approaches to 
data collection, which we estimated that the majority of this 
work was done using spreadsheet software. Judging from our 
point of view, we concluded that Microsoft Excel and Google 
Spreadsheets were two of the most widely used spreadsheet 
applications available to consumers, and from that point we 
began to assess some of the strengths and weaknesses of both 
of these software applications.  
 
In our observations of the software, we noted that while 
Microsoft Excel was sufficient for the purposes that it was 
designed for (creating spreadsheets), its ability to produce 
visualizations and to customize the software were relatively 
limited. Furthermore, by nature of it being a desktop 
application, there is limited capacity to collaborate using the 

software. The other application, Google Spreadsheets, 
provided an API from which we could build extensions to the 
software, and being designed for collaboration, we found it to 
be more suitable for the purposes of our project. We also 
compared other alternatives such as using other open source 
spreadsheet applications so that we would not have to be 
locked in to the limitations of Google Docs, but we found that 
for the purposes of our project we would build upon Google 
Docs to demonstrate an implementation of our idea. 
 
One of the design considerations for us in extending Google 
Spreadsheets was whether to develop a separate web 
application that used the Google Spreadsheets API or to 
develop a Gadget which could be embedded within an actual 
Google Spreadsheet. In our process, we decided that 
developing a Gadget would be the best method for the 
implementation, which would enable the users to be able to 
edit the data and to see the visualization at the same time.  
Another important aspect of our project is the integration of 
Protovis into Google Spreadsheets, which would enable more 
powerful and customizable visualizations, using Microsoft 
Excel as a baseline. We find that our approach would allow us 
to develop a simplified UI, as well as giving users more 
control over the production of the visualization. We also 
attempted to develop templates in which a user could produce 
their data, which could then be plugged into a visualization 
that has already been pre-made, which can then be modified 
by a common user. 
 
In summary, for our implementation, we decided that by 
using Google Spreadsheets and the Gadget API as a central 
component for our project, we would be able to handle many 
of the goals that we have set out to accomplish with our 
project. In our implementation, we sought to demonstrate the 
usefulness of Protovis, and we hoped that through using both 
Google Spreadsheets, a popular web application, and 
Protovis, we would be able to envision an system in which 
designers could produce libraries of Protovis visualizations 
which could then be plugged in to spreadsheet data.  
 

6.1 Direct Manipulation 
There is this very explicit model in which Protovis 
visualizations are organized around that can be made much 
more obvious and explicit through some direct manipulation 
techniques and other user interface features.  
 
Protovis is a graphical approach to data visualization where 
the user can employ graphical primitives to create custom 
visualizations. These graphical primitives are called marks, 
and each mark is data driven. They are declarative encodings 
of data. It is not completely free form where the user can 
create any arbitrary shape or interaction, but it's power comes 
from it's limitation. Things can be specified in the pixel level, 
yet there are still established rules of layout and graphics 
generations (bars, areas, lines) that abstract much of the 
detail.  
 
Protovis is a graphical approach to data visualization, 
composing custom views of data with simple graphical 



 

primitives like bars and dots. These primitives are called 
marks, and each mark encodes data visually through dynamic 
properties such as color and position. It retains the conceptual 
simplicity and low-level control of graphical systems by 
dealing directly with graphical elements (shapes, lines, 
i.e., marks), but specifies marks declaratively as encodings of 
data. 
 
A set of related graphical elements, such as the arcs in a pie 
chart, are specified as a single mark. The mark is associated 
with data, and the properties are specified as functions, 
encoding the data graphically. 
 

 
Figure 5: this bar chart visually encodes an array of numbers 
with height. Marks are generated once per associated datum, 
mapping the datum to visual properties using little anonymous 
functions (e.g., d * 80) or constants (e.g., 20). Thus, a mark 
represents a set of visual elements that share data and visual 
encodings. In the above example, the data are numbers, but 
data can be any array of objects. 
 

 
Figure 6: This is the current state of Protovis. The code gives 
you access to this underlining data driven model, however it 
is never visually represented or directly manipulable by the 
user. If you look at the diagram above, it elucidates much of 
the box model structure of layout. We propose to visually 
break down the declarative code in an interactive way for 
users to more easily create and modify visualizations. 

 

 
 

Figure 7a: Using direct manipulation to resize a panel 
element; note the highlighting of the code while performing 

the interaction 
 

 
 

Figure 7b: Using direct manipulation to resize a panel 
element; note the highlighting of the code while performing 

the interaction 
 

 
Figure 7c: Using direct manipulation to resize a panel 

element; note the change in the value of the width after 
resizing the panel 

 

 
 

Figure 8: Using direct manipulation to reposition a group of 
bar elements 

 

7 RESULTS 
After implementing a basic prototype of our project, we found 
that it was possible for users to be able to collaboratively 
input data through the Google Spreadsheets application. Much 
of the collaboration was supported through the Google 
Spreadsheets framework. In the current implementation, our 
prototype did not add much to the Protovis toolkit, but it did 
enable users to have more control over both the data and the 
source code at the same time.  
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